[Interaction of the angular and linear components of the horizontal vestibulo-ocular reflex in the pigeon].
Pigeons were exposed to centric and eccentric horizontal rotations in darkness by velocity trapezoid. Different in sign the duration alterations of the opposite directed horizontal eye nystagmus occurred during otolith membrane shifts in sagittal as well as frontal planes. A direct dependence was found between the duration alterations of the primary nystagmus phase and the peak value alterations of its slow phase velocity under increased (but not decreased) centrifugal force. In the both cases, if duration of the primary nystagmus phase was enlarged, duration of its secondary phase was diminished and vice versa. It suggests the otolith component does not decay up to zero by constant velocity and at once after rotation; by deceleration it is biphasic. In affirms the own hypothesis that the linear component is asymmetric central neuronal activity that modifies the canal component even if this activity by itself is not enough for eye movement initiation.